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M]NI LESSONS FROM FDA

INTRODUCTION -

Today's world is rabidly changing -- we see it everyday-in the food we eat,
the medicineer-we take, and the cosmetics we Use. 'We see these changes in
newspapers, on television, and especially in the marketplace as a.bartage
of new products come tumbling forth. In terms of some of these products,
1906, the year the'Food and Drug Administration was Created, seems_ almost

--prehistoric.

As food processing moved from the home kitten and the village shop.to large
factories and proceSsing plants, gaps in consumer prdtection began to-appear
In the sane way, the compounding pt drugs by the family doctar.s now a
part of the past. Regulations for new drugs were needed. In1938, a more
powerful Federal Food, Drug, and Coyment Act was passed. As new problems
came along,amendmenteere enacted- .Today, this la* remains the cornerstone
In protecting the consumer in situations beyond his individual control.

frOzen dinners, instant_ coffee, and enriched foods now taken'for granted
mire unheard of. There were no miracle drugs, no phones,. and perhaps,
unbelievable to elementary school children, no television.

This progress in food technology and development of new drugs increases
the responsibilities of Federal agencies which operate solely for the
proteetion of the public. Virtually. every product in a supermarket or
drugstore is in some way regulated by. FDA. New legislation foraexpanding
consumer protection has'been passed bl Congress and,a constant vigilance must
be kept by FDA.

The FDA people are scientists - physicians, chemists, nutritionists, micro-.

biologists, and pharmacologists; they.are consumer safety officerswho
.

inspect manufacturing plants and investigate consumer complaints; they ere,
lawyers and compliance officer who interpret and enforce the laws; they
are consumer affairs officers.trained to work with consumers, educators,
and commumicators-

The marketplace for this country
that individual consumersbuy and
quality of'life. Government and

. as a team to protect 'our society.

is no longer mad up of individual things
.take home. Ameica wants an enriched
schools provide regulations and education

Students need basic kformation in Order to participate in the evolution'
. and enforcement of laws and regulations in a meaningful way. Government
can'proxide this background. It is an exciting challenge for FDA to be e
part of an education endeavor for:stud;nts:,,parenti, teachers, and community,
leiders. ,

. The mini lessoms.tmeltided here have beef pre d by FDA Regicu V. We `trope

communica through these mini less ginning o" a aialogue _

betwe DA and schools. Consumers re-tr4y ovate of tneir Tole are
a baiic part of our consumer protectiotOeffotte-

U.S. DEPARTMNT OF-RZAITH, EDUCATION AND WELFARE, Public Healtb,Service
Food and Drug Administration, Office of ProfessiOnal and Consumer Programs
5600 Fishers Lane, HFG-1, Rackville, Maryland 20852 . -
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PURPOSE

.*

The primary objective of_"A'MiniLesson f roe

to teacHlars the most recent information shunt

interest .n such a way that materiels will be

ijfHE MINI LESSON PLAN

"A Mini Lesson from FDA" invol7esimalinative

DESCRIPTION. OF MINI LESSONS

The lessons are:

- Sibrt in duration
'Independent of one another

- Self-contained
.

The lessons can be:

A," is to make.available
MX topics of current
directly useful in ongoing

A

teaching)1(echniquez.
7

m_integrated,into ongo curricula

- Easily modified to grade level .

- Cdshined to develop an intensive FDA unit

The lessons can be used:

N-4

- In multtdisciplinary approaches
*-

r

To develop various specific skills
- To demonstrate relevanctes of normal daily activities

INTERDISCIPLINARY

When-teachers review the its for use in their claesroou,,,,,tbey will be

facing a choice of selecting nformetivo about FDA-or about other worth,-

whilst topics, Ip order to p de gssiter usefulness to the teachers, the

lesson procedures multip purposes which extend beyond teaching

about FDA. The 41 lessomsp vide greater utility for the c/esitivehand

innovative teacher-by having s tions for developing skills, follow up,

end evaluation. For the Wort o the teachers, the information included

witfilthe lesson will-be' adequate to use without research. Existing coursesn

Lesson Flom FAA"; can be integrated are: linguage arts,

social studies, science, consumer education, reading, math, healthrand art.

NEED FOR CURRENT FDA INPVICKATION

For regulato
preposed
There is
with annther
is multidisc
birth to des
of their li
promotional
place. Few

agencies to be really effective, knowledge of current and

most become a part of the thinking of the total cit4enry:
for greeter citizen recognition of their interdependence, one
Edncatiop about FDA is a continuousvprocess.' FDA information

lJ.nary to nature. It is for multi-age levels; all citizens,.
heed to know their "rights, and bow FDA' improves the quality
However, most adults today depend upon FDA education from

$ media messages and from their own experienCes in the serket --
their "responsibilities" in the Federal regulatory process.

5



minima GOALS

Pc;r the most part, the lessons develop brdied understanding an attitudes;
'they,are concerned with activities with which. the students are likely to -
i be familiar. A few examples are: /

(
,

The student will: ..

- Recognise important nutritional terms and locate these on
nutrition information panels of food packages.

-,c0beerve on food Labels, differences in nutritional value,
rnd recognize the benefit, of planning for good nutrition.

- Look more carsfuIAAnt subtle inferences on labels, in
newspapers, and ads. ;

- Distinguish between nutrition labeling, ingredient labeling,,
and standardized food labeling.

- Be aware of terms,and the type of information cohiained on labels

of over-the-counter (NC). medicines and in 'commercial advertising.

Recognize the enitixude of OTC drugs in common use, and viii
respect them asirotentially.harnful Opp.

Demonstrate a public concern for safe use of medicines, and vill
0' realize important precautions.

- Be this to identify the risk benefit principle as it applies
to diagnostic x ray as a medical aid.

Be await of sources of and protection from radiation egpoeure
.from electronic products in the home and at school.

- Identify coemelc-like prodded which are regulated as drug.

- Realize the opportunity and responsibility to report harmful
products to appropriate regulatory, agencies.

MINI LESSOR TICS.

The FDA priority education programs- inClude-the-enbject-ateas for:

- Nee nutrition label on canned and packaged foods
- Practical information on food storage. and sanitation --

-*Auldelines-for prescription and over-the-counter drug safety
- How to make a complaint to hi
- The latest information on use of:electronic products
- New regulations on cosmetic products

.

6
41.



The seven tepics-included this kit are: %.

r-NeTRITICO: Using the U.S, RDA (U.S. lecomended Daily Allowance

- FOOD SAFETY: Food Handling Habits in Xhv Hemet.

- DRUG SAFETY: Pay Attention to Over-the-Counter (OTC) Drug Label

leformatiOn. . ) .

ti - DRUG SANT!: Handbill on DrurSafepy
- RADIOLOGICAL HEALTH: lion-Diagnostic Radiation Safety

a - COSMETICS: New Regulations on Cosmetic Products

- A REPORT TO FDA: &mines. Letter to FDA

RELEVANT APPROACHES

"In the proecedure- suggested for:eacksdni lesson, an attempt is made:

.1

1._ To begin with ideas vhich student& already have.
.

2. To provide on interesting experience on which to build the lesson.

t .

REFERENCES

Teachers may wish to obtain copies or publications listed in lesson

vetcmcmes.for students to takif to their families. Check v th your FDA

officertor the publications available in quentity. Check with your own

school library.fdr,the periodical, FDA Consumer.
1

FOLLeii TIP

Lessons include follow up. Based on the intirest of the students and/or

needs identified by the teacher, the depth, I'd:me and length of the "mini

lesson" can be modified to lipclude.more informstiOn or more topics.

EVALUATION IN_THE CLASSROOM

Evaluation suggestions have been Included. Teachers can delielop or use

other techniques for judging:

1. The extent of changes in skills..

'2. The knowledge students gained.

3. Changes in attitudes toward reiulAtory ageuCy functions and

services.

A WID OF CAUTION
,

It is poOsiile for the teacher to adjust the mini lesson in various ways.

However, unnecessary duplication from grade to glade must be'-avoided. The

plan amt neither be rigid nor directionless. In the overall ?Ion of the

curriculumksupervisor or the program directo4, the mini lessods offer both

variety,amd perspective.

S
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A 'MINI LEi.S-ON- FROM

NUTRITION

(FDA:

_.Topic: Using theih.S1.- RDA (U.S. Reccivended Daily Allowance)

Level Middle and Upper Srades

Ob ecttie:, The student wIll giVe consideration to information contained
on nutrition labels,'know how to observe diffeiences in nutritional value
of 'varioes foods, and how this can be ,used iA.planning for. good nutritibn.

I

Skills: Adding percentages, using metric system, and group planning.

Materials: Nutrition Yardstick which includes chart of U.S. RDA aod'
,nutrition 'information on peas (groups'and individuals).

Procedures.

.,1. (Amide the class into small groups (4-5). Give each grouP a copy of
the nutrition yardstiCk. .

4

Z., Assign each group to collectively gather nutrition labels from food
products in)the home to be brought jnto

3; Repeat the procedmte over several.. days until each child in the group
has kept a dolly fecrd on the Nutrition Yardstick.

(a)

4

Each day, identify the group which comes closest to meetingrtihe

charttotal U.S. RDA standards. Make a cha listing nutrients-o the
chalkboard for the group identified.

(b) Each member of the gretup should bring something tp meet the
requirements thereby causing them to discover the need for
planniog.

(c) Each day, members of the winning group might git some form Of
special recognition.

.
4, Packaged food to which nutrients have been added or that make nutri--

tional claims are required to provide nutrition information-labelinge
It should be clearly understood that alrfood labels do not provide
"nutrition information." Many foods such as vegetables, fruits, cereals,
fish, dairy prqducts, sugar, breads, potatoes, and oils are rich sources
of nutrients.

1

Follow Up: .Make'a collage of the labels that webrought in. Conduct C'
interviews abovt nutrition. Find out what kinds of nutrients are in Ie
unpackaged foOds.

' I r`

Code for test answers on page True=1,4,6,7
true -1,2,6

False=2,3,5
False=4,5

DIPAMTNENT Or HEALTH, D v OM AID WELFARE, Public Health Service
FOod and Drug Administration, Off e of Professional and Consumer Programs

\MOO Mims Lane, Hockvills, Maryland 20852 8
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-Evaluation: Use the information on the bottom of the Nutrition. Yardstick
TinWI-Or-- testing r distussion. .

. ._... , . .4
A. Clustir True-Falie. Mark a T for those statements that are true about

nutrition labeling and an F for those statements that are 'false.

l. Nutrition labeling makes. nutrition information available
to everyone who wants to use it.

2. Nutrition labeling is required of all foodi ..

ti

4

3. The nutrition label lists the types of fats that are
good for you.

I. The natrlition label shows percentages of the U.S. RDA.

5. Nutrition labeling forces everyone, to eat ,things that.
aregood'for them.

A

6. The nutrition\ information panel tells' how many servings
or portions are in the containdr. - .f

7. Calories prr servtng must be shown on the nutrition
information label.

. ,,

. B. 'Circle true, false, or does not say (45).
- - .

1. The peas contain 8% of tie U.S,. RDA of niacin. T F NS
. .

, 2,.. The nutrition irrformati n listed is. per serving. 3. F NS
... ,

3. The' peas are fortified th nutrients. T F NS.
. . '

4. The U.S. RDA is listed in'cupfuls. _T F NS,
.

T F NS
. .,

mt.

4
5. Vitamin A is.higher in peas than Vitamin C.

6. The peas contain 1 gram of fat..

' t

Referene:.
1

l.

T "F AS
, f

I

"Food is More Than Just;Something to Eat,." USDA and HEW in cooperation with
the Grocery Manufac-turers of America and the Advertistng Ceuncil,
courtesy of U.S. DUNS/Food and Drug Administration, Rockville, Nd.

.. 1
4.Read the Label, Set Better table" - A &tide to Nutrition .Labeling from ,

The Food and -Drug Administration.

:----------



NUT1ITION YARDSTICK-
Autrition Labels and U.S. Recommended_ Daily Allowances

. Breakfast- !Lunch !Dinner 'Snacks .

Nine:

Class:

Date:

1 1 I 2 3 1 - 4 f 1 6 1 7 1 8 !Total

_ FOOD AND. SIZE OF SERVING `ON LABEL

Name of Food , .

. -

.,
,

Serving Size '
on Label

.

.

.

NUTRITION INFORMATION'F R THE SERVING SIZE YOU S'LECTED

Serving Size
,

,

.

Calories
. .

,.

t...

Peotein

.
,

_

- -

Carbohydrate . .

.

,

,

.

Fit

SERVINIIZE

.

'
PERCENTAGES OF 0.f. REC3 MENDED-DAM AL OWANCES FOR YOUR

Pi-o)tein . v

.,

Vi tool n A
.

.

,

.
,

4--

. *

.
j

.
Vitami n'C

.
,

,

_

go

Thiamin (B1)

,

: .,
-

.

,

.

.

Ribdflavtn B2)
.

.

. .

.

...

.

Niacin . X

.

,
.

. k
*

.

- -

CalCium -

a

Iroil t .

. .

...-

The idiot/Mg chart lists'she U.S. Recommended Daily' Allowances
' for spe in nutrition labeling (1-gram, IU-International Unit,

mg-asslitgram, and mcg-ancrogam).

PM*
Miami A
MIN* C
ildris
Moo
Caleb*
ion
Mamie D
Mini

Adis and

f3 r
Mims

MOW. 111,
Ufa 1U Fab*

-GO og VIM* In
1.3 tag PiNosglosous
L7 Nog Wag
2$ lag blapsalas
1.0 g lit
111 rag Caw

aMM 11.1 a.
341 hail/Mosaic Acid'

MOB Mal
Mhos
2.3 mg
41.4 mg
Ili tie=

LS. g
130 log
MO log
15 lag
2 mg

0.3 mg
13tag

11 pal* silidaary at al pa* is Ivor MOW Or Mot of
cosh, U.S. RDA Is 4S g.

TEAS
. NUTRITION INFOOU;IATION. for somng '

110^40013424/ 1 Clap ' SerVICKs war container: 2

CALORIES 110-- CARBOHYDRATE apron;
!PROTEIN 7 gram FAT 1 gram

PERCENTAGE Of U. S. RECOMMENDED
DAILY ALLOWANCES (tIS. RDA)

,.
PROTEIN 10 NIACIN 11

VITAMIN A 20 CALCIUM- 4
VITAMIN' C Se IRON 10

-THIAMINE 10 10
RIBOFLAVIN S MAGNESIUM II

r

N

Ac
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CURRENT AND USEFUL INFORMATION FROM THE,FOOD 4,ND DIP% ADMINISTRiTON

. METRIC MEASURES ON
One of the first things consumers will liaise about the
new , nutrition informaiimi 1 food labels is that metric
chits are used _throughout. These are the nresurmg
units ufd in most of U world.

The inwic system is, based on the decimal system of
-which involves mbitiples of 10. Thus, it

-very easy to- go from small units to large, or vice versa,
by -simply moving decimal jxruns... . '

:The Food and Drog Administration ptescribed the
Metric system fot nutrition labels because the unit we
art most accustomed to, the ounce, too largt to
describe conveniently thenatounts of nutrients in foods.
For instance, I gip*. is about equal to the weight of a
paper -clip.-If a to-oil-contains 9 grams of protein; thi4n,
expnIsing this in our customary terms, it would be
9/28 ounce. This is just ad example of bow customary
mess-moments used for food copposktion would not
only be very small but appear as. confusing fractions.

Zlie basic _metric units that consumers will see do
mdridon labels are grams (units of miss of weight)
and liters '(Omits of volume). Metric units of volume
may appear in the serving size for liquid for* as well
as in the Opt/1W% net Jolume.:The upper portion of
the label will use metric units in weight as grami dor
pitmen, carbohydrate, and fat in a serving of food.

The lower portion -of the nutrition *formation panel
gives the percentage of the 1./S. Recommended Daily
Allowances of protein, vitamins; and in a
serving. and 'doe' not require any unde of the
metric system.

at

NI nimoN LABELS .

Thus
1:kilogram =1,000 giams

1 gram = 1;000 Mamma,-

1 milligram = 1,000 micrograms

To convert the metric system into the
whichAmericans are more accustomed:

J kilogram = 2.2 pounds

pound = 454 gram's '

1 ounce z 28 grams

The other basic unit of metric measurement besides
the gram that will he-found-on-outrition-labele-ia-tbe
liter, used tp measure volume.

A liter is'a little law than a quart.

1 kiloliter = 1,000 Niers

1 liter = 1,000 milliliters

To translate this system into.th one currently used
in the United States:'

1 plipn' =3.79 liters

1 quart = .95 liters
, or 950 milliliters

hint = .48 Were

system, to.

.\

or'

I
or 480 milhiiten

1 cup (8 uid ounces) = .24 litersIt may help to mem,xixe these approximate equiv. fl
A

alencies:.
1 tablespoon. 1,5 mil hits

1 teaspoon = 5 milbliters

Remeinber the saying "A pint is a pound, the world
around"? Well, this is a tough.approximaticni based on

' a volume-weight selailoaship ,of water. .A pint of food-
that contains Are fat than water will weigh less thud
a pound.

These same relationship; of volume to weight
fat to, water carry ihmugh to the metric 'prem.
is- a new tto an old ,saying to 'help you remember -
that pints. and liters are volume measurements and
pounds and kilograms are weight:

.4 pint Is a pound thestrorid .around, but
Aliter Is a kilogram
When you'fe In a metric lam. 4

U.S. DEPARTMCNTpF HEALTH, EDUCATION, AND WELFARE. Public Health Service Food and Drug Administration
SOO Fishers Lane Rockville, Md. 20852 March 1874 DREW Publidation No. (FDA) 74.2022

or 240 milliliters'

. One ounce= 28 VMS

Three Ind one-half ounces,---t 100 grams

Eight mince* = 227 yams

One pound c 454 grams .

On the balk unit is determined, whether grams or
Titers in the metric-systeni, other multiples are built on
it with suitable prefixes. Whenever the prefix "kilo"
precedes ;junk, it is.1,000 times that unit. One kilo-
gram equal, 1,000 grams, for' example.

Similarly, the prela "milli" intricate*, obe-tboomindtb.
and "micro" one-thallionth d the basic link. A milli-
gram it one-ibeusandth of i gram.

S.
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totAiorriona INFORMATION WRITE OR TELEPHONE THE FDA OFFICE WHICH ;FWVES,
YOUR STATE.

ADDRESS -To: coffstount AFFAIRS
TooDAND DiIJC ADMINISTRATION

FDA REGIONAL
ADDRESS

I CT, MA, ME,
NH, RI, VT

II K18 11Y8 I.

III DE, MD, PA,
VA, WV, DC

IV AL, ',Li GA,
.MS,
\

NC, sq,

MI\
MI, OH, W/

VI

VII

.

AR, LA, NEL
. OK, TX

585 Commercial Street
Boston, MA 02109

(617)
223-4425

Brooklyn,./12.11232 '3408' 788=5000
850 Third Avenue 012)

. \ ':'

8

.

2nd & 1iestnut Streets' (215)

1204 U.S. Cuetomhouse
.

597-4390
,philadelphia, PA 19106r

BY 880 W. Peachtree St.-, N.W.
TN Atlanta, GA 30309

175 W. Jackson Boulevard
loon A-1945
Chicago,, IL 60604

3032 Bryan Street
Dallas, TX 75204

Ii,.XS, NO, NE 1109 Cherr; Street
Kansas City, M) 64106

VIII CO, ET, *D1
sb, UT, WY

CA, HI

N 'X AK, ID, OR, WA

C,

500 U.S. Customhouse
Denver, 00,80202

50 Fulton Street
Room 1506, FOB

San Francisco, CA 94102
'

909 fat Avenue
Room 5003
Seattle, WA 98104

'12

Aar

(404)

526-5265'

(312)
353-1046 .

(214)

749-2733

..(816)

374-5521

(303)
837-4915.

(415) -

556,2062

(200_
442-5304

..,
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A M,INI LESSON. FROM,

. FOOD SVT`tt

Food Handling Habi is In the sHoule.

[FDA:

Level: Middle. and Upper. Grades

Ob eee: To recognize some basic health practices used instorage, prepsr-
e on, and consumption of food.

Skills: Listening for details *
b

Materials: 11) Story about Senseless Sal; (2) Health Habits Checklist;
. (9)Handout "Guard Against Food Contamination," DHEil Publication. Mo. (FDA)

74-2047. (one for each child).

Procedure:

1. Give studenti the handout, "Guard Against Food Contamination.*

z,.,:.Have the students work' thealth Habits Check List.

3. Give each child a red flag made from consttruction
paper.. As you read

tile- story, the students are to wave the flag.each tide they hear Sense-
less Sal doing something which is unwise.' Stop periodically and discuss
what has happened.

Follow Up: Write a story about other safety habits.

Evaluation: This activity can be a learning or evaluation exercise.

. HEALTH HABITS CHECK LIST

Do I??? (A) always, (S) sometimes, (N) never. .

1. Do I wash my hands With soap and water before eating? A S N

2. Do I close the refrigerator door? A S N

3. :.Do 1 put the milk away, at once after pouring some for myself) A' S X
4. Do I help mother putleftoVers in covered bowls for storing' A S N

I 6. Po I put the leftovers in the refrigerator promptly? A, S N

6. Do I check canned foods for 1 or bulges?. A S N

7. Do I wash dishes with hot wa and soap? A S X
* 8.- Do I rinse the dishes with ve t water? A. S N

9. Do I help_mother put the groceri away quickly? A. S N
10. Do I put the mayonnaise in the re igerator after1 finish

,1 using it? A S N

deference:
4"

"Guard Against Food Contamination," CHEW Publication No. (FDA)- -74-2047.

,'
OciS. DEPARTMEWT 8210.11H, ImUCATION AND WELFARE, Public Health Service
Food and Drug Ads i,iEration, Office of Professional and Consumer Programs
5600 -- fishers Lane, *0-1, ° 4 kvill*, Maryland 20852
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GUARD AGAINST FOOD CONTAMINATION

J
41'

When you get;an upset stomach or diarrhea, it may not be just a bug."

-Yoirijould have foodborni illness. Many:such illnesses are caused by
ha of bacteria in food.

You can prevent foodborne illness by rememberingthese words:

In your kitchen, keep hot'foods hot. Keep cold foods cold.

Propel (cooking and proper refrigeration ian central bacterial arOwth in
the foods in your kitchen. . .

". Protect yourself .and your.fatily. Folrow the safety rules below.

IN THE KITCHEN

1. Clean your hands and work surfaces before and after handling,raw foods,
particularly meat and poultry.

2. an handling raw foots, wash all utensils in hot soapy water.

3. When cooking meats'and poultry; Use a thermometer. Cook the inside of-
the food to the proper temperature. Look this up in a cook book.

4. Put perishable foods in the refrigerator as soon as You get home from
the store. The same with frozen-foods. Put thet in the freezer right
away.

5. Put leftovers in the efrigeratoras soon as you finish eating.

6. Defrost frozen foods in the refrigerator, not on the counter top.

7. If a food doesn't look or smell right, don't eat it,

15
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SENSELESS SAL

This is a story about Senseless Sal daughter, Dili. _Sal and Dill
do many things *Etch are unheAMY. Listen to see if you can spot them.

A

[Sege4.6,6_Sat 14 in the k.it9en, daughten Vitt £4 .in the backyard]

'Sal : Dill, Dill; stop playing with that dog and come in for lunch.

c;;.Dill: What are we having? Oh! Tuna salad, we had that last night for supper.
I .put thd ldftovers away before I went to bed.

Sal : Wash your hands before you amt.

Dill: Do I have to?

Sal : -I suppose not, a few germs never killed anyone!

Dill: What will we have for supper tonight?

Sal : I think well have fried chicken. If ,1 take it out 9? the freezer now
'and put it on the counter, ft will be thawed out by the time I want to
fix it. I need to go tothe store this afternoon.

Dill: Can I go with you? You said we could shop for a new dress.

. Sal : We'll go to the grocery sthrefirst and then to the department store.

Dill; Should I put this mayonnaise away?

. Sal' : Just put it on the counter and let's get going. put it in the
refrigerator after while.

ISemelesa-Sat and Vitt entei: the..sgeAroviletj

4
'Sal : Now, let me see, I need milk4 fresh pork, and frozen vegetables. I'll

get those first and-then go through the store and get anything else I
.heed.

[A6 they pubh the cant4 thnough the aiatea ...]

Dill: Look at this funny can of mushrooms, the two ends look like they ate
pushed out.

Sal : Just put it back on the shelf and let's go check out. It's a warm day
and the department store is air-conditioned We can take our time there.,

1y [Aga two howth of 6holoping,.Sat and Pitt return home.]
.

Sal : I'll get that chicken started before I put these groceries away.

Dill: #ter your start the chicken, can we make some cookies?

r . 16 V



Sal : Sure, you get 'opt the ingredients. Did yoll wash off the counter?

Dill: No.
1

Sal : Oh, never mind, tt looks clean.

'Dill: Is this cracked egg okay to,use?

Sal : We'll tate it. Can you finish the lunch dishes while I start the kies?

1M11: The water is cold.

Sal That!s okay, if its got plenty of soap in it. Just wipe out that bowl

that the chicken was in. I need-it to mix the, cookie dough.
. /

Diil:'. I want to tat the dough that is left'in the'boW0!

'Sal : Okay! There, now the cookies are baking and I can get those griceries

put'away. I don't have a covered dish to put this pork in so I'll just
put it on a plate in the fridge. r i a

8

Dill: What else will we have for supper?

Sal : I guess, we'll have a quart of those home canned 'green bealls Grandma
put up last summer. ,We better eat this one first, the lid seems to be

leaking.

Dill: The cookies are done.

.Sal.: Good, soon your Father, Hopeless will hoe. He went to the
doctor. He's suffering ffom stomach-aches and he had diarrhea again.

e
4
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MINI 'LESSON FROM

DRUG WED'

Topic: Drug Safety Seek-a-Word.

Lev &l: Intermediate

Objective: The student will recognize-and use terms related to
over-the-counter (OTC) drug-terms.

Skills: Identifying pos4tions by coordinates

Materials: Drug Safety - Seek-aWord

iFDA,

f

Procedures:

1. Students can do this exercise independently or in a.group.

2. As a group activity, teach math coicepts of coordinatei.-

la) Locate drug terms on Drug Seek-I-Word.

(b) 'Identify the location of the term using the Numerical coordi-
nates. For example, the "D" in the word-drug coordinates 16 up

- and 6 to the right; "G" is 13 up and 9 to-the-right.

(c) The directivin in.which the words are written may be forward,
backward, up, down, or diagonally.:

Follow L : Students select ten additional words from the following simple
rules on drug safety, ihd prepare a new Seek -a -Word.

001111

casyal about taking over-the-counter drugs.
-=Keep drugs for long periods of time.
--Combine drugs carelessly.
- -Continue taking OTC drugs if symptoms persist.
- -Take prescription drugs not prescribed specifically for you. ,

OD:

- -Read the label and follow directions for use.

--Be cautious when using a drug for the first time.
--Dispose of old prescription drugs and outdated OTC medications.
- -Seek professional advice before combining dru9s.
- -Seek professional advice when symptoms persist or return.

Evaluation: Student demonstrates:

1.- Greater recognition and increase use of drug terms.

, 2. Ease in the use of coordinates.

US DEPARTMENT or HEALTH, EDUCATION AND WELFARE, Public Health Service,
Food and Drug Administration, Office of Professional and Consumer Programs
5600 Fishers Lana, HM-1, Rockville, Maryland 20852
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SEEK- K-WORD

The hidden terms listed appear forward, backward, up, down, or dliagonally.
Find ; each term and' identtfy tar coordinates for the first and last letter:

25-0
-
UTOATIOBNE:A.JN

24 A

.4
Pi E.R S I S"T K E L -0'Q S

23SOIP.T0 NSCDF0^LD
22 EP,P--HARMACISTRT
21 C.,1,,X,HIAXCFXCGCH1 E

20 IVVOLABE L I,LNME
19 V ,r S M KPRNSIVk0
18iD MIXYA.DHKETFIZ
174 scAPSUL-ESMPLC
16 0 R I S N A-NGEROUS
15 FOAPTA QVTCTHL-
14 UYIILZDE

,

JGOEBE
13 CA-FICCURE XLNIE
12
I

OPNINOTCIOQCNP
1

11 NCHTYAH,CZCFTRI
.
108 ANTIAI,i0 TIC-UN-

9
,

IBEIDHLHLXIIGTG
8

r

NIMASPIRINNOPP.

TELNIX-AtRS:AFETTI' -

6 REACTIONT B HE LX L
5 UTVHEEVOKA'FJ4 CL
4 I

.
P

4

,J 5 6 R Al fk- C KIM 6 U S

34 Y
.UEOU I D'0 6 if I B E

2 2 AFC.LCHILDRENB
1 VA_RELE_S'SVAXC'TE

2 3'4 '5 6 7 8 9 1Q 11 12 13 14

19

TERM

advice
alcohol

antibiotics
antihistamine'
aspirin

cah4net
capsule
_careless
°Muse ,

children
combine
cure-

dangerous
drug

FbA

label

medicine

old
OTC {over - the - counter}

outdated

pertist
pharmaci st

physician
pill

potency

Rx (prescription).

safety
sleeping pills
symptoms

time

.10
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MINI LESSON FROM_

DRUG SAFETY ,

Topic: 'Pay Attention to Over-the-Counter (OTC) Drug Label Information.

Level: Middle and Upper Grades

tFDA)

Oblective: The student will be aware of the type of .information contained

on labels of OTC medicine including all necessary precautions.

Materials: Drug label work sheet, "Labels on Medicines' for teacher and
parents, and one or two empty and clean OTC drurackages with insert
and container for classroom dembnstration.'

Skills: Observation,Teference (dictionary). .

EnEttE9t: I

1. Write a few terms from drug labels,like *orthophosphoric acid,"
'hydrogen ion concentration," etc. on the chalkboard. Play with

the terms having the students read and pronounce then.

2. Discuss and demonstrate where the terms came from.

3. Give students the workork sneet to record the information from on OTC
drug label. They-tan look at labels in, a drugstoror at home with
,parental knowledge and'consent. Here is a sample letter requesting

parent approval. . If posiible, include *Labels on Medicines, with

the letter to parents.

I
Dear Parent:

This work sheet is part of your child's class work on medicine safety."
Please note the informatio asked for and indicate your approval of
the recording of this information from one package ofl nonprescription
medicine in your home. Examples of such medicine would be aspirin,
cold tablets, cough medicine, and others which can be purchased
without a prescription from the doctor.- Do not use informition from
prescription (Rx) drugs..

4

(signature) (date)

.10

4. When the students return the work sheet, discuss the various 'types
ofthings that a copsumer should notice on drug labels.

P

5. Have the' students look up the pefinition of at least one ofthe long
ingredient teas Just for fun "and for dictionary practice. DISCUSS

prefixes and suffixes of medical terms.

Code for Ciuse and Effect True-False statements on page 2

True = 1, 2, 4, 8, 9, 10 False 3, 5, 6, 7

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH, EDUCATION AND WELFARE, Public Health Service

Food and Drug Administration, Office 'of Profestional and Consumer Programs

5600 Fishers Lane, MFG-1, Rockville, Maryland 206522()
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Follow Up: Bring someone to the' -class who can talk abopt the effect of
OTC medicine on the bpdy(a physician, nurse, etc.).

Evaluation:, The following can be used later for discusOom or testing:

A. Cause and Effect True and False. [This type of test must*be explained
carefully. Both parts can be true or false; one part can be true and
the other part false]

1. Keeping medicine out of the reach lof. children is
2. important because they could accidentally poison

thqmselves.
Ole

3. Information on the label of OTC drugs is not
4. important because they do no(t require a doctor'

prescription.

5. Once you have read a label and knOU what it says,
6. you need not read it again because the labels

sever 'change.

_ -
-.

7. TC drugs can be safely used` by everyone
8. because they are sold without ptescription.

9. If symptoms persist, sip your doctor
10. ktugle you could haVe something very serious.

"N.

B. Spelling Exercise or Correct Word Usage

accidental effective

'cautions freqUently

droisy ingredient

headache 1, persist

overdose prevents

side effects reactjon

symptoms relief

warnings temporary

21

consulting

.directed

'disease

dosage

medical

treatment

poisoning

prolonged

3
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Every year American consumers spend millions
of dollars on medicinessome bought 'without,
preseriptions or "over the counter' (OTC .

drugat, and some prescribed by physicians.
All medicines have a potential for harm as

well as good. So It is extremely important to
read the labels on, them carefdlly and thoroughly..

Labels on Over- The- Counter Medicines

information on OTC drug labels includes:
Aisne statensest of ideality of the
product
Net quanlity of conleals.
Afire Ingredkats.
Plane and place of business of the
manufacturer, thStYllitttOr, or packet.

Director(' for safe use by the consumer.
This includes an indication of tire symptom to
be treated, plus dosage information, such as:
CO Individual dose or unit dose
Q) How frequently it can be taken
(3) Total dose that should be taken in a day
(4) Limit on she length of treatment ACM

number of days it can be taken)
These directions should always be read with special
We.

All-Wrnings: Many OTC medicines should not
be used by People with certain
health problems, and the labels
contain a warning. An eumple of
such a warning 4: "CAUTION:
Shopld not be taken by persons
with high blood pressure,
heart disease, diabetes, or thyrcecl
disease unless directed by a
doctor?'

Always read warnings carefully.
A drug that is safe for others could
be dangerous for you.

We Effects: *sties on OTC medicines tell you
about side effects, or unwanted
reactions which may occur. For
orarriple, some medicines may
make you drowsy, and the label
will tell you not to drive or operate
machinery when taking the drug.

OTC meditines are
&signed to help relieve
symptoms. if your pair
Of other ltptorns don't
go away, 't continue
to take OTC medicine.
You may have an illness
that should be treated
professionally. Make an
appointment to see your"

symptom
persist ."

physkian.

m6dicines
Labels on Prescription Msilicines

Prescription drugs also have a label writteri
especially for you by your pharmacist as
directed by your doctor. Instructions on the ,
label tell you how much to take,.and how often
If you feel you need to take moreor less
cal) and ask your physician.

Unlike the labels on OTC drugs, the label
on a prescription medicine does not usually
tell you what it will do for you, side effects that
May occur, special precautions you should
'take, and perhaps not even the name of the
medicine. This information must come from the

physician, and it is important that you
understanh his instrudions and follow them
as directed.

Every time you take medicine, read-the
label to be sure you are taking it correctly.

as preknbed for
else

You.
rugs are powerful .
used properly.

Never take a medicine that
someone else, and never I
take one that was prescn

Remember..prescripti
and can be dangerous if

Drug Labels and You

Labels are on medicines for a purPose. They
till you how to use medicines correctly. Labels
on over-the-counter medicines are especially
important because the label is your primary
source of information for correct the.

The laW requires that important information
be given on labels, but the information is
useless unless you read and use it. Make it a
habit to read labels thoroughly and to follow
directions exactly.

"Keep Out of the Reach of Children"
ManyOTC drug labels iqclute the admonition:
"Keep out of the reach of childrtn." Accidents
with medicines, both OTC and prescription,
account for a large number of child poisonings
each year. This is Oily A is especially important
to keep all medicines out of children's re-atb,
in a locked cabinet or on a high shelf.

Under a law passed by Congress in 1970,
FDA is now requiring that certain medicines
be sold in containers with safety closures which
are difficult for children to open. Adults
sholild follow the directions on safety closures
to learn how to use them. If you need help,
ask your pharmacist.

I 1

OTC Tab!etts

k otrr o r -01°f
ti
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WHAT DOESNTHE DRUG LABEL SAY?

If your eyes are good and.you can read small print, you should

LN, be able to find all thjs information printed on every label of

every over-the-counter drug -package.

.

1. What is t4!-name of the product?

2. Whit is the name and epOress of the manufacturer, distributor, or packeil

3.. How much.does a full package contain?

4. What:is the product ustd for?

5: What are the directionsfor safe,tiseof the drug?

'V;

Does it have speVal rWA RN CNGS1 or

7. Are there any S / PE .-e' -ew

I
8. Whit active ingredients are in the product?.

IC A U T N S

9. You prokably found some very long words."Write down song words you do

hot know. Find these words in the unabridged dictionary; write down

. the meaning.

Words: (1)

(2)
t

(3)
.

23.
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MINI LESSON FROM

tUG'SAPETY

Topic: *Handbill on Drug Safety.

Level: Middle and Upper'trades.

Qbfective: The student will demonstrate a- public concern for safe use of
.prescription (Rx) and over-the-counter (OTC) drugs.

i
StilIi: Critical thinking, sumprization; art, and design.

Mateiials: Information on drug safety frost FDA.
State Public Health. it

-. Poison Control Center.
%

Procedures": .'- .

1. The class will jointly prepare a listor safety' precautions to be
followed with drugs used, in 'the-home. Gather information on using
OTC and' Rx drogs. .

2. Plan an interesting handbill which presents the Host important precautions.

'3. After a satisfactory design'has been developed, use b ditto,machine and
print the'handbills.

4. Distribute these at the neighborhood shops, schools, and public libraries.
Ask store owners to put the handbill on the check-out counter. The class
should .rovide a "Take one" sign. Don't forget to identify the school
and class.

Follow Ubr: Do'a neighborhood survey to find out who saw the handbill and
what they learned from it.

.Evaluation: .

1.

Jr
Tabulate the number of locations, number of handbills distributed, and
number of individuals who reported receiving handbill.

. ,

2. Analyze the responses collected through the neighborhood survey.

3. Question the students themselves on the informatiop contained in the
handbill.

ftfornces:

Ittached

k_cp
U.S. DEPARTfISWr or HEALTH, EDUCATION*ND WELFARE, Public Health Service

Food and Drug Administration, Office of Professional and Consumer Programs

5600 Fishers Lane, RFG-1, Rockville, Maryland 28852 2.4
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ASPIRIN

-
--Y.- -Aspirin (aCetylsalicylic acid).belonge-to the group 4f drUgs, knowntas

It is a popular self-medication for the'relief of headache:minor pains,'and
.

reduction of fever.-

. , BUfferin-,a comparison with pl#10 aspirin.
...,

%Me essential ingredient Of Bufferin 4e.aspirin. Most of the published studies,
0..---

indicate there ts little difference in the incidence of stomach upsets after ',

ingestion of tufferin or plaih aspirin. There:is n9 evidence to indicate that
the speed of onset of-its action in relieving pain is'significantiy increased
over plain aspirin.

,____
-

Side Effects

Although aspirin Oes not frequently cause side effbcts. The followihg have
been reported:

1. Gastro-intestinal irritation:- Symptoms are indigestion, nausea, and bleeding.

.2. Allergic reactions are,: Skin rashes, asthmatic attacks, loss of consciousness.

3. Salicylism--a condition produced by ingestion of large doses of aspirin or.
other salicylates. Symptoms'Are ringing in the ears, headache, dizzinese,-

.00and mental confuiion.

4. Frequent dosesof aspirin if too-long-continued can cause kidney damage.

5. Infant and children deathe-beve occUired from acute poisoning.

Warnings

1. Do not giveIspirin indiscriminately, especially to infants and children.

2. 1E4tp all aspirin medications out of the reach of children. '"

_ -

3. Patients with a history of allergy to salicylates should avoid taking aspirin.

4. -Individuals lebo are allergic or vhe hafre a history of stoma urger should
avoid aspirin as .such as possiblp,.-

S. Bleeding, including vomiting of blood, following ingestion of aspirin requires
immediate medical attention.

.

6. Ingestion of,Arge doses of aspirin by, children requires immediate medical ,

attention,

Accidental Poisoning in Children

Aspirin continues to be the medicine soar frequently involved in accidental child-
hood looisoning. A federal :regulation requires special safety closures (child-
proof Caps) for aspirin containers.

(Taken from FDA Consumer Nino (FDA) 72-3002]

25
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FDA's Role

FDA is the-Federal agency responsible for reviewing
all drugs for safety and . effectiveness and, for seeing
that they are made correctly and labeled properly. To
fulfill its respoisibiTities, FDA:

approves all new drugs before they can be marketed
decides whether a new drug. should be sold OTC or

Prta0iPtioni
seeks to remove from sale arty drug Abet is unsafe,

ineffective, improperly made, or incorrectly labeled
tests all batche of insulin, 'vaccines, and antibiotics

before they are shipped to pharmacies
inspects manufacturing plants for sanitary conditions

and proper manufacturing practices.

You Can-Help,

Sometimes after buying a medicine yoonotice that it
seems off-color or stale. Don't use it Return it to the
pharmacy. If you believe a Medicine has gone bad or
is otherwise harmful, don't just toss it outreport' it
to FDA.

Call'or write your nearest FDA-field office or resi-
dent inspection station.sYou can find-the address by'
looking in the phone book under U.S. Government;
DePariment of Health, Education, and Welfare; Food
and Drug Administration. If you wish, you can Write
erectly to FDA headquarters at 5600 Fishers Lane,
Rockville, Maryland 20852.

What to do:
1. Report your problem promptly, giving your name,
earns, and phOne number.
2: State clearly what appgats to be wrong.
3. 'List any information stated on the label and give
any code numbers that appear on the container.
4. Give the name and address of the store:: where the
article wait bought and the date of purchase!
5. Save whatever _remains of t e prochiet for possible
examination by the FDA.
6. Hold any unopened container of the product bought
nt tbOsame time

26
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. Choosing 4Pharnmey
. .

When you have to get a medicine immediatelylbr a-
child running a high feyer, for example- you'll want to
go to the neatest, quickest pharmacy.'

When, however.; you will be using the same prescrip-
tion medicine for t long time, you maybe able to save
money by shopping comparativelythat is,' checking
various Wires to find the lowest price.

Generally, pharmacists who give more services
chine higher' prices than those providing fewer serv-
ices. Since prices do vary it is to your advantage -to
take time to shop comparatively before you select -the
pharmacy 'Sere you will bat y most of your medicines.

You may prefer to use one pharmacy almost 411 the
time. In choosing a pharmacy, you- should look for one
which keeps a record of all the prescriptions for
you and your family. (Tee- records or pe drug
histories help the pharmacist spot undesirable combine -,
Lions of medicines that you and your doctor May not be
aware of.) .4

Before leaving the pharmacy, look at the label oldie-
prelCriptioil medicine you've received. The following
information should be on it:

the pharmacy's name, address, and phone number
the peescdption number
the patient's name
how often and when to take the drug
how much to take each time
special instructions (refrigerate, shake well, etc. )
the doctor's name
the date the prescription was filled
the name of the drug (if the doctor says it thouldbe

out on the label).
If any of this information is not or if

you' think any of it is grin, ask the If
you're still not sure, 'call your doctor. Write in theisew
date on refills; the pharmacist uses the date the pre-
scription was first filled.
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CURRENT AND USEFUL INFORMATION FROM THE FOOD AND DRUG ADMINISTRATION

SELFMEDICATION

Se Iftesedication is the act of treating oneself with non-
ptescription medications, known as over-the-counter
(OTC) drugs, to obtain relief from minor medical prob-
lems. (headaches; indigestion, constipation, Mild aches
and pains, skin irritations, etc.).

Occasionally, one may medicate oneself with a
prescription drug borrowed from another individual, a
proCedure not recommended by the medical profession
due to the danger of developing serious side effects.
Self-medication has id limitations. Symptoms that per-
sist require the attention of a physician for proper
diagnosis and treatment. Prolonged self-medication can
lead to serious consequences.

Drug Action Vise Body's- React* -

At the same time a drug is acting on some futiejkon
or part of the body, the human lacidy is doing something
to the ahaig. Normally. the body will !Mit the drug's
duration of action and effectiveness and then excrete
it. This normal function, called "detoxification," re-
quires the proper performance of organs- sip& as the
liver, kidney, or lungs.

If an individual cannot detoxify the drugbecause
his body is not reacting properly, becausehe has:taken
too much medication, or because of other complica-
tions`the drug's action may be much more prolonged-
and severe than desired. Some drugs act by interfering
with normal body functions, which must be restored to
normal after the drug is stopped. If the misuse of drugs
disturbs the delicate balance of the body's- chemistry.
the restoration of normal functions may be impeded.

Overuse of Drags

OTC drugs are safe in' the recommended dosage!
but they may be extremely dangerous in large overdoses.
for example, aspirin is seldom thought of as dangerous:
we reach for it routinely to soothe headache and other
pains, But there ire, many .reports of poisoning of
young children who swallow more aspirin than their
little bodies can handle.

In adults, continued, excessive use of some pain-
, killing drugs has been found to cause severe and ir-
reversible kidney damage. Some drugs for relief of

o n by causingstomach upsets can.aggravate tronditi
an imbalance the body's sec Ion of enzymes while
other indigeation remedies contain bromide which can
accumulate to a toxic level in the,bkaxl. causing bromide
poisoning. Over-mechcition of symptoms, such as con-
tinued use 'of laxatives to relieve cousaiPatiOn, may
mask the underlying cause. Constipation may be a
warning of a condition that requires prompt and pro-
fessional medical or surgical attention.

Excelifs

Cosobbing Drags

The combined effect 'of two or more drugs on the
body can be very different from the action of each
drug taken separately. Sometimes combining drugs can
produce dangerouseven fa . This is be-.

cause, each drug not only acts on the , but may act
upon and increase the effect of other drugs . . a con-
didon known as "potentiation."

Fair example, aspirin increases the "blood-thinning"
effect of in anti-coagulant For that reason, a patient
with heart disease who "has been taking an anti-coagu-
lant under his doctor's supervision may.ilsk the serious
complication of hernorAge if he uses aspirin whenever
he gets a headache. Patients who regularly take a pre-
set iptiop medication should seek and follow the doctor's
advice in using OTC dniks. .

Alcohol i., another substance that can mcrease' I

the effect of a 'drug Hypnotic drugs. such as sleeping
pills and afilihistamines,ari eiamples ig drugs that

,intersect with. alcohol. pritsfing potentially harmful
result. Again. patients shoun seek protc.,,,a0 guid:
mei before combining alcOhol with either prescription
or OTC drugs.

The Responallity of the Individual

The hazards of self-medication result from careless-
ness, faulty self!diagnosis, and failure to had the warn-
ings and directions for use of tl drug The Food and
Drug Administration enforces the law to protect you,
but you can be your own best protection against harm-
ful effects of self-medication. Follow these simple rules
for your own safety:

Don't be casual about taking drugs.

Don't take drugs you don't need'

Don't overbuy and keep drugs for long periOds of tire.

Don't combine drags carelessly.

Don't continue taking OTC drat s if symptoms persist.

on?: take prescription drugs n4t ebbed specifically
for you.

Do read and 'follow directions for use.

Do be cautious when using a drug for the first time.

Do dispose of old prescription drugs'and outdated OTC
medications.

Do seek professional advice before combining drugs.

Do seek, professional advice when symptoms persist or
return.

V Do get medical checicrups regularly.
-.4 .

from "Set f -Medi vti MEW Pub 1 i2e7i on No . ( FDA) 73-3025



Two Types at Medidsee ,
, .

There are two 'basic types of medicthes: over-the-
counter (OTC) drug' and prescription (Rx) drugs.

Prescription drugs 4-which bear the symbol Rx) can
be ordered or prescribed only by a doctor and can be
sold only by a registered pharmacist. Generally more
powerful than ,OTC medicines, prescription drugs are
also more likely to cause side effects.

How to Bay Piseplptims Medic:hoes .

When you. see y our doctorjtell him everything he
should know ahotit yousuch as allergies and .un-
pieasak past- experience with ,niedicines. Don't expect
to receive medicine every tine you see your doctor;
often he will not find it necessary to give you any.
Mien he does give you a prescription, be sure you have
the answers to these questions:

What Is the name of the drug? Write it dower "for
your own records. You may need to refer to it later.

When and has often should it be taken.? If, for ex-
anapiehe -tells you to take the drug three times a day,
be sure to note whether it should be taken before or
after meals. It could ink& a difference. Some drugs
taken on an empty stomach may cause upset. Others
should be taken only on an empty stomach.

. Can the least expensive form of the medicine be
prescribed? n the doctor can write the, prescription
by using the " rie" or official name of the medicine

. rather than a brand name. This may save you
money at the pita . He may,. however, prefer to
prescribe -by blind name the -drug which has worked
best in his experience.

Can the new medicine be taken eating with others'
If yOu're tiking..other medicinei, let the doctor know.

What reactions May I expett? In some people, med
dabs may cause drowsiness, vomiting,

- rob, netvousneu, or other
What precautions should I take? For example, if the

expected reaction to a medicine is drowsiness, dizziness,
'or unsteadiness, you shouldn't drive or operate ma-
chinery.

Can sky prescription be refilled? If she medicine in

lion
be taken. frequently, ask it yosr can -rthe ptescrir

as neectd. The doctor may want you to check
with him by phone or come in before continuing the
medication. He may allow refills, but only a sp&-ifled
number.

Must I finish the bottle? Before you leave the doctor,
be sure he has told you how long to take the medicine
and' whether to check with him within a certain time.

If, after leaving the doctor's office, you have more
questions or have forgotten some of the answers, don't
hesitate to call him.

Over-the-counter medicines (also known as home
remedies and patent medicines) include such, common

- remedies as aspirin, laxatives, and antacids. If used ac-
cording to the directions on the label, they are rela-
tively safe. You can buy OTC medicines without a
prescription in any drugstore and in many supermar-
kets and other stores.

-How to Bay OTC Medicines

Before you buy any OTC drug. ask yourself first
whether you really need it Have you been convinced
by a TV commercial. a friendly neighbor, or an article
in a magazine or newspaper? For instance, if you feel
tired, .do you need stimulants or more sleep? Should
you see your doctor'?

If you do need an OTC medicine, you should read
the labels and. ask your pharmacist's advice. '

Federal law requires that the following information
be on all OTC drug labels:

Name of the product, and the parne ancraddreis of
the manufacturer, packer. or distributor.

The active ingredients. This information helps people
with sensitivities or allergies avoid products which
cause bad reactions. Many OTC medicines contain
exactIrshe same ingredients and differ from each other
only in brand name. By checking ingredients, you can
avoid buying identical medicines, thereby saving money
and guarding against taking an overdose.

Directions for safe use.
Cautions or warnings. These tell you what side

effects !night occur and which people should not take
the drug at all. 'Sometimes they warn against driving or
operating machinery after taking the drug. Labels may
also warn you VA to take the medicine ar too long
without consulting your doctor. A typical warning
reads: "If symptoms persist more than 24 hours, see
your doctor."

Pharmacists are well-trained professionals who can
help their customers understand how to buy and use
drup.

'Your pharmacist can answer your questions .a bout
the labels CM drugs and, may be able to help_ you select
a lower-priced brand Of drug than the one you would
have chosen by yourself.

Don't be reluctant to ask for help. Remember that
your health may be at stake.

To avoid some coihmon pitfalls in 'buying OTC
drugs, keep these thoughts in mind:

Pills, gadgets, and wishful thinking seldom help you)
lose weight. Instead, eat fewer calories and exercise
regularly. Your doctor can help you plan a program
for losing weight.

Most people don't need vitamin pills. A varied diet
provides the vitamins and minerals most people need.

.If your doctor does recommend vitamins, take only
the suggested amountno more. Large doses of cer-
tain vitamins, taken often, can have a toxic effect.
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Some Facts About Medicines

You shouldn't always. reach for some medicine when
you don't feel good. Sometimes ads or commercials
for OTC medicines may persuade you to take medi-
cines, although you'll do as well to let time and your
body do the healing.

Many Rx and OTC medicines relieve symptoms
without actually curing illness. For example, cold reme-
dies may make you feel more comfortable by reducing
sniffles and sneezes. put the cold will last as long as it
would with no medicine at all. If symptoms such as
pain, fever, or Headache persilt, see a doctor.

All medicines affect body functions. OTC medicines
generally affect you less than Its drugs because they
are less powerful.

A medicine that is safe and effective for most people
:nay cause problems for others who have unpleasant or

allergic reactions to certain medicines. For example,
some peison,s get a skin rash if theflake aspirin.

Certain medicines cannot safely be takes together.
Some R.x drugs for infections, for example, cannot be

taken with certain OTC drugs for acid indi .

Many medicines lose or increase their gth as
time goes by. Therefore. the large economy. size may
not be economical if it stands unused for a long time.
However, if the doctor prescribes a drug you must take
regularly and you can save %nay. by baying a large
quantity, ask your doctor or pharmacist luiv long- it
will keep.

Using and Storing Medicines

Directions. Continue taking an Rx drug for the entire
time cricred by your doctor, even if you're feehng
better. You might, prevent the drug from doing a corn-

-- pick job and find yourself sick again. With both Rat
and OTC medicines, follow very carefully the direc-
tions about when and how much to take. Ask your
pharmacis"for help if you need it.

Side 4fiects. Bear in mind- that sometimes certain
people react adversely to a particular medicine. If you
find that an Rx drug causes 'a side effectperhaps a
rash, headache, nausea, or dizzinesstalk to your
doctor. Your pharmacist can help too. The drug may
He discontinued. the dose, changed, of another drug
substituted.

Combining drugs. Consult your doctor or pharma-
cist before you take two drugs together. If you're taking
any medicines at all, don't drink alcohol without first
asking your doctor. It could be dangerous.

Storing medicines. Always read the labels on both
OTC and Rx drugs for special storage instructions
Some medicines should notbe kept in the bathroom
medicine cabinet If the label says, "Keep in a cool,
dry place," the bathroom will be too warm and steamy.
Some drug; must be stored in the refrigerator.

Clean out your medicine chest regularly. Throw out
old medicines, particularly Rx drugs. If your doctor
takes you off a medicinf before it's Used up, destroy
what's left.

Pill boxes are only or 101porary storage. Drugs
carried in pill belies f a long. ,time may lose their
strength or become strong. 4pme pills, such as
nitroglycerin, should er be carried in pill boxes.
They should be kept in pharmacy's container, which
is especially designed to 'main their strength.

the label on or in the con-
tainer. You need it to Identify `the medicine and also
to refer to the directions. When pouring liquid medi-
cines, keep the label side on top so the liquid won't
pour down the side and pilot out the print.

Sharing drugs. An RI 'drug is' prescribed for you and
you alone. Never let anyonE else take it, even if his
symptoms seem to be* the same as yours...The other
person might not have the same illness, could be
allergic to the drug. or couldhave a bad reaction.

Look-alikes Always read the label before you take .
a medicinebottles and drugs often look the same
Never take medicines in the datk.

When you're traveling. If you need to take presclip-
tion medicines with you on a long trip, be sure you
have enough. Carry them in the original, labeled con-
tainers.,- Phannaciits pften do not fill prescriptions
written by out-of-Stati doctors In an emergency, you
can contact a hospital If you move to another city or
State, take enough medicine to last until you find a
new doctor Arrange for your Rtedical record to be
forwarded to your new doctor.

Precautions for children. Medicines cause more ac-
cidental poisonings among children under 5 th6 any
other chemicals Therefore, the law requires that Most
OTC and Rx drugs, as well as many other potentially
dangerous chemicals, be packaged so that only adults
can open them.

Always buy safety packaging If you have childre?r or
if children visit your home Be sure to close the bottles
properly after each use Store all medicines our of a
child's reach; it is all too easy for a tot to climb from
the toilet to the sink -go the medicine chest. One sure
way to keep poisonous products away from children is
to have one locked cabinet for medicines and other.,
potentially dangerous chemicals.

Be sure not to leave medicine out when you answer
the telephone or the door. Put it away first or take it
with-you. It only takes a moment for a child to swallow
an overdose.

When yob give your *children medicine, never refer
to it as "candy" or something else they like. They may
try to get more of it wha theyre alone.

-Make sure you always give your children exactly the
right amount of medicine. Some OTC drugs should
never be given to children; others are especially de-
signed for them Read the labels carefully, and consult
Your pharmacist or doctor if you have questions.

g
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MINI LESSON FROM

.c.

RADIOLOGICAL WEALTH

Topic: Non-Diagnostic Radiation Safety

Level: Middle and Upper Grades

Objective; The students will indicate an awareness of sources of and
protection from radiation exposur, in their world.

Skills: Research, comparisons, and interviewing

ilateriali: Student reading: 'Radiation Exposure - A Balance Scale.'

Procedure: __./

FDA)

1. Discuts possible sources of radiation in our environment, artificial
and natural; i.e., microwave ovens, color TV sets, and radiation from
uranium and thorium in. the soil. Students who are interested should
research ant report to the class on each of these.

2. Survey the class to determine how many have seen or used a microwave
oven, or eaten food from one. Those ovens often found in canteens,
snack shops, etc. used for quickly warming up ftbdi or sandwiches
are microwave ovens.

3. When students have gathered information on these sources of radiation,
have them read 'Radiation Exposure - A Balance Scale,* and use the
risk-benefit principle as it app es to these non-diagnostic uses or%
radiation.

Follow UP: I

Yr

i
.1. Visit an appliance store to talk about and gather consume information

..
/

,.

(a) Color TV receivers ,'

(b) Microwave ovens
(c) Wawelectronic devices such as ultrasonic dishwashers

-2. Find the certification label on color TV sets and Micrave ovens.

X. Contact the State or local public health departments to determAne
how.the electronic equipment is regulated. ..

4. Interview your neighbors about their understandings about radiation.

Code for test answers on page_ ai a)false ?)false c)true d)false
.

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH, EDUCATION AiDiELFARE, Public Health Service

Food and Drug Administration, OffliCe of Professional and Consumer Progress

5600 Fishers Lane, MFG-1., Rockville, Maryland 20Q52
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Evaluation : Use the following for testing or discpssion

I. Discuss student observations of the use of microwave ovens in canteens
and snack shops.

'(a) 'Were instructions td the.usen,on the microwave ovens posted?

1b) Ifno instructions lore posted, was the microwave oven being
used properly?

(c) Was a telephone nuaber to call *for service or maintenance posted?

(d) ,Did the microwave oven users assure proper oven operation, by following
these few simple precautions? Safety tips ere:

0
Follow manufacturer's recommended instructions for

,,- operating procedures.

-- Switch the oven off before opening the door.

- - Report tomeditafely to a qualified service,
tampering, or spilled food.

DO NOT -,
.-- Insert objects through the doorsrill or around the

door seal.

- - Temper with or inactivate the oven safety iitterlocks.

- - Leave the oven with spilled food.

2. True-False Statements

(a) Microwave ovens are not sate to use.

(b) Sitting tbo close t..6.a .color TY set is dangerous.

(c) People are constantly'beingexposed to radiation.

(d) Use of radiation-producing equipment should be
prohibited.%

Reference:
won Exposure -. A Balanced Scaled (attached)

4a 31
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RADIATION EXPOSURE - A BALANCE,SCALE1

All oflus have used a teeter-totter and host of us have used
'a balance scale at some time. We know that on a teeter-totter
or a balance scale, onegside must be- balanced against the other
side to keep .it level. The mid-point on' which the scale rests
is called the fulcrum. The balance scale idea can be used to
explain a difficult principle used by the Food and Drug Admin-
istration to help people understand aboutithe dangers,of radi-
ation. It is called the risk-benefit principle. A radiation
exposure scale has risks on one side and' benefits on the other.
In the middle are the things which help to balance risks against
benefits.

Radiation Risks

Radiation is a form of energy It.can come from many sources
including x-ray machines, fast cooking microwave ovens, and
even -from color TV sets. Radiation is dangerous and there
are risks to health from being exposed tb it. For example,
most people knout. -that one of the dangers of long exposure to
great amounts of radiation can cause leukemia arid other fOrms
of cancer. ;It can also damage people in such .a way, that tf
they become tparents, their children could be born defective..
X-ray machines. must give off some radiation/ but the risk to
heallth can be reduced if the amount of radiation is as small
as possible -and if it is used only when necessary.

Microwave. ovens can be totally safe if they are Manufactured .46
and used properly. As we shall see, the manufacturer is watched
by the FDA,' but the user is not. If a microwave oven is damaged,
or if the door is not closed tightly, microwaves can leak out.
and'they can cause damage to body organs. Experinient.p with
test animals, have shown that microwaves can cause cataracts of
the eye. The manufacturing of color TV sets is regulated as
well. There now seems to be no danger of radiation from color
TV's' gold, since implementation of the Radiation Control for
Health and Safety Act of 1968.

Radiation Benefits ';

To see what is on the other Side of the scale, we must look
at 'the benefits of x ray. . The 'dentist can use x ray to find
tooth decay and other 'dental problemis which he cannot other-
wise see. A doctor can diagnose disease, broken bones, sus-
pected tumors, and other -serious physical conditions difficult
to identify and treat without "seeing" them.

'Robert 'X. DeVore, "Diagnostic X Rays: How Safe are They,"
PDA Cons r, (June, 1971), cip._4-7.
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Microwave ovens may bring great changes in home cooking. With
-----:------A14---AStatata:CALLin...bitkULAILIIiMite-e-rAther---than __L

one hour. There are many more benefits of using radiation,
but these few. should help you understand its importance.

Balancing the Scale .

- .

The most imPortant part of our radiation exposure balance
scale is that piddle part, the fulcrum. This fulcrum uses
pooOre, laws, and regulations tb help balance the risks
against benefits of radiation. . t

The people who can help lower the risk frowradiation, are
doctors, dentists, x-ray technologists, and you. Doctors,
dentists, and x-ray technologists shoUld use x ray only when
necessary. Citizens like you can lower the risk by'foilowing
some simple rules. .

1. Let the doctor decide when you need x ray; do not
demand it when he doei not prescribe it.

2. Keep records of x rays you have had.

3. Ask
(

for protective shielding when being x-rayed.

When using a microweveoven, be sure to follow the manufacturer's
directions, and only ule it when the door is closed tight. Also,
keep the door seals clean.

Radiation is one 'of the most unusual agent( over which FDA has
-

responsibility. Radiatio 6annot be seen. Used properly, it

tP
contributes substantial) to man's welfare. Used inappropriately,
it can create serious ri ks to human health. The legislative
responsibility for electronic product radiation control, as well
as the responsibility for improviNg protection in the use of
radiation and radioactive materials, rests with the Bureau of
Radiological Health. This Bureau covers A wide range of subjects
such as:

t

N

1

- - Radiation hazards.
Possible_qenetic effects of x rayi.

-= Diagnostic lc-ray equipment.
- - Microwave ovens;

Colbr television receivers.
- - Industrial radiation.
- - What consumers can do to help improve

radiation protection.

te-
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COSMETItS

", Topic: New *Regulations on Cosmetic Products.

Level: Middle and Upper Grades

,Objective: The student will be able to:

1. Define cosmetics in his own words .

2. Identify cosmetic-like products which are regulated as a drug:

3. Understand, in general terms, the FDA. cosmetic ingredient
label regulation.

Skills: Sui:;izing, classifying, observing, and listening.

.0°
Materials: Two student readings:

1. "A Revolution in Cosmetic Label Regulations'

PrOOdure:

2. 'What's a Cosmetic?'

1. Read to the students, "A Revolution-tn Cotmetic Label Regulations."
Have them summarize the article.

2, Regulations - If the class has studied FDA food labeling, have the
students compare and contrast cosmetic and food labeling regulations.

3. List cosmetic products - Have the students brainstorm for names of
specific cosmetic products which are familiar to them from their
home, from TV commercials, and other advertising. If they are having
trouble identifying products, think about various uses of cosmetics.
Record the list of products on the chalkboard or on the overhead
projector.

4. Classifying - After a long list of cosmetic products has been

Prepared :'
1

a) Jointly work out a classification scheme which will include
all items. One obvious classification Is based on the purpose
of the cosmetic'.

'b) Place the named products in the classification categories.

U.S, DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH, EDUCATION AND WELFARE, Public Health Service
Food and Drug Administration, Office of Professional and Consumer Programs
5600 Fishers Lane, MFG-1, Rockville, Maryland 20852
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5. Read to the students, "What is a Cosmetic?" Note that-the tern
"active ingredients" on the label indicates that the prpduct is
'a drug. After listbning.to the article, have them: .

a) Rephrase the defilition of cosmetics into their own words..

b) Explain why some cosmetic-like products are actually drugs._:

c) Review the list to determine if any of the products are '

actually drugs.

Follow Up:

1. Have the students read cosmetic labels.

2. Compare ,warnings and caution inforMation.

3. As companies,change over to comply with the new ingredients labeling
regulations,. have the children report on the appearance of the. new
labeTs.

Evaluation: Use*for testing or discussion.

1: Wtite a definition of a cosmetic.'

2. Select and discuss the correct answer.

A. 'The FDA requires .that all cosmetic products:

(1) Make you beautiful.
,(2) Show on their label the ingredients contained in the product.
.(3) Can only be sold in drugstores.
(4) Have the term "active ingredients."

LI The term "active ingredient" on a product means that it is:

.0) Not to be put in the eyes.
(2) A drug.
(3) Harmful.
(4) Not for use on people.

/ i

Referetices: The two student readings attached are condensed from the/articles:

"An Overview of CosmetiC Regulations," FDA Consumer, April,:1972.

"Wewant you to know spout cosmetics," (HEW Publication No. (FDA) 74-5004.

*A Revolution in Cosmetic Regulations," FDA Consumer, April, 1974.
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"A REVOLUTION IN COSM#TIC LABEL REGULATIONS"

Your introduction to cossetics_ciame the first time yOUr Mother used baby

powder on you. And today, if you'use toothpaste, shampoo, perfume, or any of

the more -than 80 other types of products considered by the Food and Drug

Administration to be cosmetics, you ought to know about the new regulations

proposed by FDA.

These regulations will require that ingredients be listed on 'cosmetic labelt.

This will bring consumers more information about whit they purchase and will

usable them to make value comparisons among cosmetic products.

;Wheat flour, sassafras oil, and slippery elm bark may play more of a sole

in your life than.you'd suspect. The same is true of chocolate oil, stearic

acid, glycerin, simefhicone disodium EDTA, and any of about 5,000 other ingre-

dients used in cosmetics for men, women, and children. You've used many of these.

I In the proposed regulation you would no longer have to wonder just'what it
17.43

you're op:Willing, dabbing, rubbing, brushing, massaging, or smoothing onto your

body to improve your appearance. Cosmetics sold in this country would have to

list the ingredients on the label. The ingredient that is present in. the largest

amount would be listed first and so on down the list.
1.!

For some'tonsuners, a look at what goes into their cosmetics will be merely

interesting. Some will find such novelties, for instance, as mistletoe, gold,

silver, copper powder, tell oil, shark liver oil, and dandelion root, just to

name a few attention-getters.

But the proposed regulation was not developed merelytOsatiair consumer

curiosity. It was issued under authority .of the Fair. Packaging and,labeling Act,

which was passed by Congress to help consumers make valUe comparisons and to

prevent deception. It shoZild be'particularli helpful to consumers who are allergic

to certain ingredients.' After a doctor determines what is causing the allergy,

the-consumer would be able to avoid the irritating substance by reading the labels

of cosmetics. 36



Use 6smetiesWith Care .

Cosmetics are generally safe if used accord-
ing to the instructions on the label -. Bea

cosmetics, like any other product, can be
harmful if not used properly. 1

Here are a few safety rules to remember
when you're using cosmetics:

1. Before using any cosmeti read the
label carefully and follow' directions exactly.
This'is especially important w$en using anti-
perspirants, depilatory (hair-removing) prepar-
ations, hair dyes and colors, home permaKents,
skin packs.

2. To determine whether you are allergic to
a cosmetic, apply a stall amount on the inside
of your forearm. Leave it for 24 hours., If you
see any adverse effect (such as redness, blis-
ters), don't ute it again. IA the case of hair
preparations, do a "patch test' using it as
directed on one small area or the hair and
scalp, to see whether there is an adverse
reaction--before using it for the entire are

3. If a cosmetic causes any adverse effect
burning, "bteaking out," stinging, or itching -
stop using it. If tne condition appears seriois,
see your doctor. And to speed diagnosis, take
with you the cosmetic you suspeci has caused ,

the problem.

4. Wash your hands before applying a cos-
metic._This prevents contamination from your
hands spteading to the cosmetic and also pos-
sibly to a'sensitive part of your body.

5. Close containers after each use to pre-
vent contamination. Many bacteria grow more
rapidly then expo$ed.

6. lir borrow another person's cos-
metics. You may be borrowing a contaminated
cosmetic. There is no way to tell jbst by
looking whether a.asmetic is contaminated.

7. When water must be added to a cosmetic
before it can be used-such as cake eyeliner--
it's a dangerous practice to substitute water
with saliva. Some people actually spit into
their cosmetics: Germs in saliva grow rap-
idly in new environments outside the mouth.

8. Don't expect a product to do the
impoisible. For, instance, a sunscreen pre-
paration cannot protect yotiIndefinitely
from harmful effects of the sun. Even if
you do not burn, you can become quite sick
from overexposure to the sun.

.3
W

9. Remember that no product is foOlproof
against allergies. "Hypoallergelfc" me4ns
there is less likeliheottto allergic reaction,
but there is no wait) formulate a product to
which someone, somewhere may not be allergic.

10. Don't expect a cosmetic to cure a skin
disease. While medicated cosmetics may help
control certain problems, your best bet is a. ,

physician's advice and proper medication.

II. Aerosol products should be used as
directed on the label, in well -yentilated
rooms to avoid inhalation, As with other
products, follow exactly all directions. and
warnings.

12. Don't allow children to play for un-
usually long periods (longer than a normal--
bath time) in bubblig baths. Although bubble
baths have been refbrmulated to be less
irritatinig some ingredients us7d t.0 form

arevoluminous a more irr,tating than
soap. Follow directions exactly on amounts of
the product to be used. It may be wise to
rinse children off after they have been

"bathed fn bubble bath.

13. When you plan to be out in direct summer
sun, you are wise not to use.colognes, perfumes,
or aftershaves. This can maim your skin partic-
ularly light-sensitive ih,the applied areas
and lead to splotching and irritation.

14. Be extremely cautious when using cos-
metics around the eyes. Use only those labeled
for use in eye areas and be sure the products
are kept clean and covered. If irritation
developes, see a physician immediately.

15. .Keep cosmetics away from children.
UrMeady hands, sensitive skin, and creative.
minds can.cause injury.

J
In taking action against a.cosmetic,SDA

must fir decide whether the product is by
law a co ic, or whether-it actually is a
drug. .

What You Con,_Do

If you have OA complaints about cosmetics
if you believe.t* labeling is wrong, or if
you have an adverse reactionreport it to the
manufacturers and to FDA. Send your complaints
to:

Food and Drug Administration
Division of Cosmetics Technology,HFF-430
200 C Street, S.W.
Washington, D.C. 20204



Ingredient labeling can be meaningful in preventing consumer deception by

precluding product; claims that are unreasonable in relation to the ingredients=

present and by providing consumers with additioqal information that can con,-

tribute to a knowledgeable judgment
regarding the reasonableness of the price

of the product.

"What is sodium laureth sulfate and whit's it doing in a cosmetic?" This

is just one possible question consumers are going to ask after seeing cosmetic

ingredients labeled.
S

lot of unfamiliar chemical terms are going to be on cosmetic labels.

Consumers won't know what some df,..them mean--let alone be able to pronounce

them. It should provide a real field day for chemistry majors, but how will

most consumers use the labeling?

First, people with allergies, if they see their doctor, will know which

ingredients they should avoid. To them certain words--no matter how long--will

quickly come to mean something.

Other consumers may decide to ask the manufacturer or FDA what general

pgrpose a certain ingredient serves, (By the way, sodium laureth sulfate is a

cleaning and foaming agent for shampoos.)

Most persons will become familiar with types pf 1edients which are

common to certain product categories simply by repetition -- routine shopping and,.

comparisons. Because` FDA has provided for standardizing a nine for each

ingredient, there is/4o possibility that one ingredient can be masquerading

,--- under different names from one product to another. (Lanolin oil, for instead*,

will always go by the name "Lanolin Oil," rather than by 15 other names that

Lad been used amobg the trade for that ingredient.) All manufacturers will have

to use the same names for ingredients.
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WEAT!S A COSMETIC?

Accoiding to the-l!!!,:4xel'Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act,

as :

Articles "intended

-- to be rubbed, poured,

-- introduced into, or
-= otherwise applied to
c cleansing, beautifyi
I-- altering the appearan

1)

cosmetics are defined

-sprinkled, or sprayed on

the human body or any part theriOf for

promoting attractiveness, or
d

2) 'Articles intended for use as a component of aay such articles; except

that such term shall not include soap.

Ammtver, cosmetics are also regulated as drujs when they,make any claim-to

alter ,a body function. Example:

-- a deodorant is regulated as a cosmetic, because it is intended

only to prevent odor; but %

J7,an.anti -perspirant is teguiated as a drug because it is intended

to actually reduce perspiratio?; which ip a normal body function.

If 's cosmetic is also considered a drug, the drUg ingredients must be listed

before all ather-ingredieits and follow the term "active ingredients." tou

will find this, for instance, on dandruff shampoos, some toothpaste, anti- .

perspirants,* sunscreen pr9dncts; and on-all medicated cosmetics.
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Topfc:

Level:

A -MINI LESSON FROM

Business letter to FDA.

Middle and Upper Grades

A REPORT TO FDA

Objective: The student will rewrite a business letter. He will prepare a
letter, brief and to the poInt, using proper punctuation and form.

The student will realize that he has the opportunity to report harmful
productsto the FDA orotber appropriate consumer protection agencies.

Skills: Letter writIng, reference.

Materials:

- Jimmy-Jones letter to FDA (use instant ditto to duplicate) (page 3)
- FDA CONSUMER Memo, "Has You Can Report to FDA"jpage 4)

JnoRiply.from FDA District Director of Compliance Branch .(page k4
.

Procedure: .

, <
A

I. Providei.each-student with Jimmy's letter to FDA.

2. Post onit,the bulletin board a copy of "How You Can Report to FDA."

3. Have the students use the spec* between lines to correct errors, such as --
1

a) eliminate useless -- words, phraies, sentences.

0 ,make changes wording,,puhctuation, form.

4. Have the class check the local telephone directory,for an "FDA" address%

Look under:

a) U.S. Government,

14 Department of .Health, Educations and Welfare,

c) Food and Drug Acidnist;ition (FDA)

5. Have students re -write the letter trOme alp( Jones.

6. Sitars FDA's reply tO.Jimmywith the class. Read to the class and post -
on bulletin board,

p ow

Cede:= Teit answers - page 2 (1-d; 2-b; 3-a, c, d, e, g, j, 1)

U.S. DEPARTMENT or HEALTH, EDUCATION AND WELFARE, Public Health Service
food and Drug Adainistration,Office of ProfesSional-and Consumer Programs
5600 Fishers,Lanee Rookvi4le, Matgand 20852
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7. Discuss other harmful products.which Could\or stiould--be reported to FDA
or other consumer protection agencies.- If the} -is-no local FDA office,
determine which agency could help a consumes:

Fellow Up:

I. Students practice skills in other writing exertiseerr

2. Students make reference to their responsibility to report harmful,
products to consumer protection agencies.

3, Students seek information by writing letters to manufacturers or government
agencies. They .share their replies with the class,

Evaluation:

Use the following for testing or discussion:

I. .Which of these should a consumer .contact if he buys an insanitary package
of fresh ground beef?

(a) The President

(b). The Food and Drug Administration
If

(c) Better Business Bureau .

6

(d) United States_Department of Agriculture - (USDA)

2 In a business letter to the FDA, which sentence is best:

(a) I ;fent with my Mother to buy some eggs, milk, tuna fish and bread.

(b) Yesterday I bought a can of tuna fish that was spoiled.

(c) I saw a can of tuna fish at the store. but it was spOiled.

(d) I went'to the store'but forgotib bily, tuna fish so I had to go
back 'later. ..

6.

3. Chetk the unsafe orumwholesome products you should report to the Food and
Drug AdMintstration:

(p) peanut butter

(b) baby bed

(c) aspirin

(d) microwave ovens

(e) Suntan lotion

41

:(g) vaccine

(h) infant sleepwear

(1) round steak

(j) candy bar

tic) bicycle

41) cereal



Food and Drug Adm$n stratioh
5600 Fishers Lane
Rockville, Matyland 20852

Dear Sir:
.77

126 Clearview Rd.
Greentown, Md. 20853

December 9,.1974

Yesterday, at 12:40 pm, I went to the for my. Mother and boUght a can

of green beans, a_half gallonof milk, and a package of macaroni. When I got .

hime I noticed thille can of green beans was buldging. Because we learned

about botulism/lastweek in school, I al worried that this can of green-baa;s

and others like it maybe harmful.

The brand name is Sot'ero, and it is produced by Beanstalk Product Moor- .

porated, Houston, Texas. It has these numbers on the lid: HU576-212-8162. The

.

store where I bought it is just down the street from my house at 216 Clearview

Rd. It is called Johnson's Market. I have told Mr. Johrisom about tale bulging

-V*

..an of green beans and I returned the unopened can to him.

How will the FM check to make sure that other cans goods fromthesame

company are safe and will not poison anyone?

Thank you.

42

Sinierely,

Jim % Jones'
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DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH. EDUCATION. AND WELFARE
PUSLIC HEALTH SERVICE

FOOD AND DRUG ADMINISTRATION

Mr. Jimmi Jones
126 Clearview load
Creentown, Maryland 20853

Dear Jimmy:

'Deceaber 12, 1974

r-

District Office
900 Madison Avenue
Bellmore, Maryland 21201

The lettePmbich yop sent to the Food and Drug Administration headquarters.
office has been referred to the Baltimore District Office which serves your
'city. I want to thank you for your prompt action in notifying both the
store and FDA when you found i bulging can of green beans. Such prompt
action Can often help FDA in removing harmful or defective products from
the market. Emir letter contains all of the informationfwe need to start
an investigation.

In your letter you ask for a description of what we will do as a resul,t of
your complaint. .The steps in an FDA investigation fall into three kinds of
actions. First, ve mill visit the store in an effort to locate all of the
cans with this code. Usually this lead us to a warehouse and *ler states
which sell this product. Second,-we ell:t collect cans with this code and
other samples of suspicious looking cans'. Third, and at the same time,
other investigators will visit the manufacturer to find out if there are
problems in the food processing plant.

Consumers often help us in our job of protecting people. "Byyatractlons
you have joined those efforts. Please accept my thanks.

Should you have further questions related to the products that regulates,

or should you wish FDA publications address your letter of inquiry to the
District. Office which Serves your geographic area.

Sincerely,

WILLIAM C. WHITE
Director, Compliance Bunch
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WHERE

4

FDA
onsumerMEMO

t

' CURRENT AND VSEFUL INFORMATION FROM THE FOOD AND DRUG ADMINISTR.ATION

HOW YOU CAN REPORT TO FDA

If you come across a food, drug, medical deice or
cosmetic that you believe may be mislabeled. insani-
tary. or otherwise harmful, you will perform a public

-service by reporting it to the Food. and Drug Admin-
istration

The infcrmatior. you s6pply to FDA can and often
does lead m det-,on and correctcn of a violsticri
Many products have been recalled or rmna.ed from
the market because of action initiated by a consumer.

FDA can't take legal action solely on the basis of
your ccinp'aint, of course But it will investigate
promptly, in accordance with the requirements of the
law And .f a hazard is found, FDA will seek to remedy
the situation within 15 bounds of the law

Here are tome guidelines to follow reporting
hazards to FDA.

BEFORE YOU REPORT

Piefore you report to FDA about the possible hazards
of e peVduct, ask yourself these questions:

Have I used the product as labeled?
Did. follow the instructions carefully'
Did an allergy contribute toisard :).ie bad effect'
Was the product old -%sh= I otxmld
Make sure you've taken all-thce factors into con-

siderat;on before you report a possible hazard to FDA
The hazard may lie in Improper use of a product rather
than in as InVrent defect

With a medicine. for example, you may suspect the
product is harmful if you expenence an unusual rem-
non. You should report this to your doctor immediately°

4., But the reacipon may the a -side elIan"= than
ari"indication of a defect. It may not be ry to
inform FDA about it lour physician will:be the best

WHERE TO, REPORT

You may refer your complaint in w.r.ting or tr, phane
to the nearest FDA Field office or resident inspection
statioo. -

FDA.ias 10 Replor.al cers, 19 District akin. and
97 resident inspection stations throughout the United
States You can find the address and pbooe number of
the FDA offset: TO the telephone direetor under

S . Department of Health, Ediwaudn,
and fare. Food and Drug Administration.

if wish, you may write about your com)datnt
directly to FDA headquarters The address Is Food and

Drug Administration, 5600 Fishers Lame; Reeky-ilk,
Mary Plod 20851. The complaint will reach the correct
person ,

HQW TO REPORT

Report your grievance as soon as possible after it
occurs Gise your name, address, telepnow number.
and dirwsons on how to get to your home or' tYace
of business.

State cleat* whit appears to be wrong. .

Describe in as much detail as possible the label of
the product. Give any code marks that appear on the

-container For example. markings, on canned foods
are =ally embossed or stamped on the lid.

Give the name and address of the store where the
article was bou and the date of ptkchase.

Sase whatever of the suspect product or
the empty container for y our doctors guidance or pos-
sible examination by FDA.

Retain any unopened containers of the product you
bought at the same time

If an usjuly u mlolyed. tee your physician at once.
Itrport the super:: product to the manufacturer,

packer, or distributor shown on th ;abet, and to the
store etcre you hough! e._

FDA has iimilnd jurisdiction over grain consumer
products If you have emplanes- about any of the

'following, these are the FederaLagencies to inform

Suspected false advertising Federal Trade Com.
Fruition

Meat and you hry producur-11 5 Depannient of
A gnculture.

Sranuation of restauramslocal health author:Wes
PKoducls made and sold exclusively within a State,-

, local or Stare Health Department or insular law en.
lorcement agency.
ti Suspected illegal sale of narcotics or dangerous drags
(such as stimulants, depressants, and hailumoogens)
Drug Enforeenlent Ailmmutraltion.U.S Department
of

thashficited products by madUS Postal Sereice.
Accidental poisoningsPoison Control Centers.
Dispensing practices of pharmact:ts and drug prices

Start Board of Pharmacy
Pesticides, air and pollutionEnvfronmergai

Protection Agency.
Hazardous house bqk products and toysConsumer

Product Safety Communion.

()HEW Pubtielmon No. (FDA/ 74-1001
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